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ABSTRACT

Equations and non-linear expressions defining the dynamic
control performance of the F-80 aircraft aileron boost are derived.
The complete equations and expressions define the non-linear nature
of the device, and relate the instantaneous input and output moments
to the input and output positions respectively, as determined by the
boost design. Methods of solution by analogue machine methods are
indicated for further investigation and study. These equations and
expressions may be of use also in analysis of F-94 roll performance,
since the boost design (with the exception of the hydraulic system
pressure) is similar. The operation of the F-80 aileron differen-
tial mechanism is described as a related factor in the overall roll
system control by a human pilot.
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I- INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose

The development and presentation of the dynamic character of
the F-8OL aileron boost is set forth herein, in explicit analytical
terms. No attempt has been made to side-stop the basically non-
linear nature of the device. The proposition that the performance
of this device is basically nonlinear is--aside from the contents
of this report--substantiated by laboratory investigations reported
in indicated references and by the use of the *aileron differential
mechanisnm in the aileron control system. The apparent usefulness
of this differential device is briefly touched upon.

It is suggested that such a development and presentation may be
of value in future development work on this class of device for the
following reasonss

1. It assists in a clearer understanding of some outstanding
factors influencing the dynamic performance of the complete aircraft
oontrol systems.

2. It provides an essentially historical record of the design
development problems and the attendant difficulties, by implication.

3. It provides basic analytical data on a widely used and
applied nonlinear device, for use in research into required techniques
of nonlinear mechanics.

It should be noted that the final form of the mathematical state-
ments is suited primarily for machine solution, rather than direct
solution by classical mathematical techniques. This is done in
recognition of the fact that analogue methods will be necessary for
adequate solution and investigation. However, further treatment of
the data and expressions--other than machine solution--could display
many qualitative conclusions not readily apparent otherwise. It is
hoped that associated workers in this field may find this development
and presentation of sufficient interest and promise to warrant further
investigation and use.

WADC-TR-52-43 1



B. Description of Requirement

The complete engineering problem was that of analysis of the
problems and originating causes of unsatisfactory automatic control
of the Type F-80A aircraft by the Type F-5 automatic pilot, about
the roll axis. The special condition for concern was performance
in the airspeed-altitude regime (and landing configuration) encoun-
tered in automatic approach and landing. This set of conditions is
important for blind landing when radio signals are used from ILS,
and coupled as inputs to the automatic pilot.

In general, instability phenomena of the following description
were encountered:

1. At low altitude-airspeed combinations, a low-frequency,
small-amplitude oscillation (about 0.5-0.75 degrees at 0.5-0.6 cps)
was noted, in roll.

2. As the altitude and air speed are increased, a large-ampli-
tude, low-frequency oscillation appeared; the amplitude increased as
the altitude and air speed increased.

The above instability was evident in spite of adjustment of the auto-
matic pilot calibration controls (displacement signal gain, rate
signal gain and feedback signal gain) for optimum combinations.

The complete aircraft control system for control of roll motion
(i.e., rotation about the aircraft longitudinal axis) is shown sche-
matically in Figure 1. The human pilot can cause actuation of the
ailerons (one on each wing) by side-wise motion of the control stick
(2). Such motion causes rotation of the torque tube (3) which works
through an "aileron differential mechanism" (4) to rotate the torque
tube (11). The aileron differential mechanism is essentially a cam-
type device which produces less angular rotation of torque tube (11)
per degree of rotation of torque tube (3) about the neutral (or aero-
dynamic streamline) position of the control stick (2) than at other
positions of the stick. As the stick is displaced from the neutral
position, less stick motion is required to produce a given rotation
of torque tube (11). Rotation of the torque tube (11) causes linear
motion of the aileron control cables (7) through (and with the aid of)
the aileron boost, (6). The linear motion of the control cable causes
rotation of the aileron (9) about its hinge axis, through the use of
the push-pull linkage (8) working from the aileron drum (10).

WADC-TR-52-43 2



B. Description of Requirement (contd)

The aileron boost serves two. purposes, in this particular
design:

1. To produce aileron drum rotation exactly (or as nearly as
possible) equal to the torque tube (11) rotation, while -

2. Producing additional torque moment at the aileron drum in
direct proportion to the input torque as measured at the torque tube
(3 ).

Considerable opinion existed, to the effect that the instability
phenomena encountered were due to boost dynamic performance, and also
change of the aerodynamic derivatives (nondimensional coefficients in
the aircraft equations of motion) with changes of air speed and altitude.
However, the variables and parameters which affect the dynamic perfor-
mance of the complete aircraft-automatic pilot system must be determined,
together with the equations of motion which relate the variables and
parameters functionally, in order that the phenbmena may be identified
with features of the physical design. Then the equations (and/or
expressions) are used to identify the major causes of the instability
phenomena through analysis and study, and to indicate possible redesign
approaches or modifications.

The aircraft equations of motion and the automatic pilot components
are available for use in the study of the complete system. Equations of
motion (and/or mathematical expressions) for the boost dynamics were not
available from other sources; consequently, it was necessary to derive
equations of motion suitable for analytical study. The pertinent non-
linearities of design must be considered for the region implicitly defined
by the instability phenomena. The use of the actual boost unit in a labor-
atory simulation of the system loop is not adequate, since the effects of
many boost features are not readily apparent or predictable without an
explicit mathematical statement. Therefore, the research problem reported
here in greater engineering detail is that of derivation of the equations
of motion (and/or mathematical expressions) defining the functional opera-
tion of the aircraft aileron boost control.

WADC-TR-52-43 3



II - DESCRIPTION OF BOOST DESIGN OPERATION

A physical schematic of the aileron boost is shown in Figure
2-A, 2-B, and 2-C. The input from the pilot's control stick to the
boost system is introduced by rotation of the operating arm. The
output to the aileron drum and aileron is introduced by linear motion
of cables secured to the boost drum and riding in pulley grooves.

In order to observe and understand the general operation of the
boost (prior to detailed analysis), let us first consider the boost
configuration shown in Figure 2-A.- Here, the operating arm is cen-
tered (and the pilot's control stick in neutral), while the aileron
is streamlined. This configuration will be held as long as the control
valve 'is positioned as shown; that is, link axis "-t " maintains the
given position. (Note that the input control link has link axis " a

located on the operating arm, while the output control link has link
axis " 0 ' located on the boost drum. It can be seen that link axis
"I can be re-positioned only if motion of the differential link
occurs because of rotation of "C4j ; through an angle different from
that of 'C,k ", since "CA and " 0k'0 are similar parallelograms,
at all times). With this boost configuration, the spring in the spring
cartridge is not under load, and the pin fixed to the feel arm is
located at the midpoint of the slot in the lower boost link. Also, the
hydraulic system control valve is centered, so that pressure is locked
in the hydraulic system on both faces of the actuating piston. Conse-
quently, the piston and the actuating link are immovable until the
pressure is somehow relieved.

Let us consider Figure 2-B. Here, the operating arm has just been
rotated (or displaced) about center " C3," through a given angle " 0 "
while the aileron is still streamlined. As a result, motion of the
differential link occurs so that the control valve is moved to the right.
Hydraulic pressure is just building up on the right face of the actuating
piston, while the fluid on the left face of the piston is being vented
(or pressure relieved). The piston is on the verge of motion to the left.
Meanwhile, the spring in the spring cartridge has been compressed as a
result of rotation of the operating arm. At the same time, the boost,
drum is rotating about center " C1" while the actuating link axis "e "
is momentarily immovable.
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II - DESCRIPTION OF BOOST DESIGN OPERATION (contd)

Consequently, the feel arm rotates slightly about center " C1 ",
so that all effective mechanical elements are of compatible length
and position. As a result of the rotation of the feel arm, the pin
fixed to the feel arm moves in the lower boost link slot until it
hits "bottom*., From then on, the opbrating arm load is carried
through the lower boost link rather than the spring cartridge link.

The boost configuration shown in Figure 2-C is obtained an
extremely short time after that configuration shown in Figure 2-B.
The actual time interval is dependent upon the response characteristics
of the hydraulic system. (Note that the configurations shown in Fig-
ures 2-A and 2-C are in steady-state, or equilibrium condition, while
the configuration shown in Figure 2-B is in a transient, or non-equili-
brium condition). Here, (in Figure 2-C) the actuating piston has moved
to the left, causing rotation of the boost drum about the center ' C "
(with a small angle of rotation of the feel arm, back to its original
position relative to the boost drum). The boost drum has been rotated
until the output control link with center " k " located on the boost
drum has moved the differential link so that the control valve is once
again positioned in its neutral (or center) position. Then, hydraulic
pressure and relief ports are shut off from the cylinder, so that the
actuating piston is held immovably in its new position. (In the actual
case, fluid must be present on both faces of the piston; the schematic
diagrams were simplified for explanation of the basic boost operation).
In this configuration, the feel arm pin is almost restored to the mid-
point position of the lower boost link slot. However, the spring cart-
ridge is compressed, since the spring must be under load. -This may be
realized upon consideration of the presence of restoring moments on the
aileron surface, expressed in terms of total hinge moment per unit of
angular deflection. This term represents the (moment per degree of
surface deflection 'from the streamline) resulting from airflow imping-
ing on the surface (for the quasi-static rather than dynamic state).
Once the boost (and consequently, the aileron) is displaced from neutral,
a moment is required to hold the operating arm (and consequently, the
boost drum) in the off-neutral position. As long as the feel arm pin
is not "bottomed", the load is carried through the spring, thereby com-
pressing it slightly. This means that the feel arm pin cannot be located
at the true midpoint position of the lower boost link slot, because of
the change in mechanical link length and position.
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II - DESCRIPTION OF BOOST DESIGN OPERATION (contd)

Clockwise rotation of the operating arm and the boost drum
can be understood by reasoning analogous to that described above
for counter-clockwise rotation. It need only be noted that the
spring cartridge design dictates that the spring will be under
load for both shortening or lengthening of the spring cartridge
link.
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III - ANALYSIS OF THE BOOST DYNAMICS

The boost design will now be analyzed for explicit equations and
parameters which will express its dynamic performance. Functional
block diagrams will be used to assist in this process. The physical
elements of the boost may be initially represented by the diagram
shown in Figure 3-1. Here, input control variables are designated
(or expressible) as input force ( f), applied at a moment arm to
produce a moment (M,) acting through an angle of rotation ( o,).
The output control variables from the boost to the aileron drum are
expressible as output force (J.), output moment (M2 ) and output
angle of rotation ( *). By consideration of the boost operation as
described, the follow•ng three operational objectives are seen as
implicit in the design;

1. The output angle ( O ) should be equal to the input angle
( at all times.

2. The output moment ( ML) should be effectively increased--
or "boosted" (essentially at a constant proportion)--relative to the
input moment (MI). The ratio of output to input moment is usually
defined as the "boost ratio".

3. The "boost ratio" (herein after designated by "O ")*should
be smaller in the immediate region of neutral, and larger for large
excursions from neutral.

For ideal operation, " 01" should always be maintained equal to
" * ", at every instant. Actually, lag in the hydraulic servo system
will cause delivery of the boost moment (equal to ML-*1) to lag the
instantaneous effective input moment " M,", which is always acting on
the control surface through the feed-through linkage. Note that the
power required for the additional moment " Mi-M1 " is drawn from the
boost hydraulic system upon controlled demand. A smaller input moment
per degree of effort ( M/*1 ) for a given aileron displacement is obtained
around the neutral position when the spring cartridge link is the load-
carrying member in the feed-through linkage. • A large input moment per
degree of effort is obtained when the lower boost link becomes the load-
carrying member. At the instant that the change in the effective load-
carrying link occurs, the boost ratio changes, while the total force
carried in the link does not change. The boundary position of " 48 a
at which the change in boost ratio occfs,. will be dependent primarily
upon the control surface hinge moment per urfit angular deflection.

WADI-TR-52-43 7



III - ANALYSIS OF THE BOOST DYNAMICS (contd)

(Actually, it is dependent, in complete theoretical terms, upon
the complete dynamic characteristics of the aircraft control
system). The larger the required input moment per degree of de-
flection (M/A) the smaller will be the boundary value of the
angular displacement (" , U) from the neutral position.

The dynamic elements of the boost may be represented schemati-
cally as shown in Figure 3-2. All elements strictly of dynamic
import to the hydraulic servosystem are enclosed in the dotted box.
Box C represents the process function for control valve displacement
(A) as a function of the difference (0,-Bo,) between operating arm
position (0• ) and boost drum position( 0)- Box B represents the
relative amount of ( ,.) feedback to the process function Box C;
that is, Box C is a pure differential, while Box B is a pure gain
function. (Actually, B = 1 for this given boost design, although
another value might be selected, as necessary. The general case is
considered, for purposes of analysis). Box D represents the process
function for hydraulic fluid flow ( Q ) as a function of control valve
displacement ( 4 ). Box E represents the process function for boost
drum angular velocity ( 00 as a function of hydraulic fluid flow
( Q). Since Box B represents positional feedback, the complete
hydraulic servosystem control variable .s a positional output; that
is, although the boost drum velocity ( ) is the explicit output,
the boost drum position (2) is controlled as a function of the
operating arm position ( *, )" Box A represents the process function
for output moment (M,) as a function of the input moment (M,). Note
that the output moment ( A) is actually provided from two power
sources--from the original moment supplied through the operating arm,
and from the hydraulic power supply of the servosystem. Although it
is desirable (theoretically) that the output moment (M,) should be
a function of the input moment (M,) such that the output position

( 4$ ) would always be identical, instantaneously, to the input posi-
tion ( 0,), servosystem lags inherent in the design prevent the realiza-
tion of this ideal condition. Design nonlinearities stem, as secondary
effects, from the influence of these lags upon the configuration of the
feed-thru linkages of Box B.

WADC-TR-52-43 8



A. Hydraulic Servosystem (Position)

Let us first set up the transfer functions for the hydraulic servo-
system for force ($/,) and position (•/4). These functions can be
derived from study of the hydraulic servosystem. The transfer function
for moment (M,/M) can be derived from a study of the feed-thru linkage
(Box A). According to the notation instituted in the previous paragraph,
the following expressions are obtained:

and Q,= (2)

Therefore -- B

(Note that D and C may not be interchanged unless it is known that their
operational nature would not then be changed).

(3) Also, ,., EQ.

Therefore, E)~ I) C(4w, -B 0))

Let us assume that

and k, f,
where * a Proportionality constant between and

k Proportionality constant between and

then ý, = -LNL f) --k.i.-EDC(k 1 I i

Rearranging- f . i + k3 EDC 5
k, EDC'ke EDC

(for the region defined where EDC does not become zero, for the values
considered).
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A. Hydraulic Servosystem (Position) (contd)

Then f= afC + bk•

where 0 s ki EDC
'.•b = k,6

keL

But

where $ = the complex transform variable.*) ,

0 k,-- - k, +b

The functions (or quantities) for a , b , k, and k, are determinate.
Note that the preceding equations with the complex transform variable
imply the assumption that initial conditions are zero.

WADC-TR-52-43 10



A. ydraulic Servosystem (Position) (contd)

It should be noted that the assumption of Equations (4a) and (4b)
implies that the inertia, damping and/or friction properties of the
physical control system (from the boost drum to the aileron, end from
the operating arm to the pilot's control stick) may be neglected, for
purposes of this analysis. A more complete development of the transfer
function for force ( $a/i ) would be of the following form:

Let

and F (S)f,

where Fj(s) u time-variant function relating and

F, s) = time-variant function relating 4, and

For a linear second-order system with constant coefficients--

F2 GL.4 s, (R)s 4- K
and 1 + R,s + KF'-

where Gl, G, , 1,, I, , R, , K" and K' are apparent combined

physical parameters effective relative to the operating arm and the
boost drum.

then ot I W~s~i1 ELC F()-Fsfa]

Or [FW+ EDC8 F, (S)] fL EDC F (s) f

Therefore-

EI~~CF,(i)~F (______)__
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B. The Force Feedback System (Moment),

Let us consider the kinematic diagram of the feed-thru linkage,
as ,hown in Fiuare 4, for development of the transfer function for
moment (iY,/M,). Points C,, b , e , • and Czare axes of rotation
for linkage members. Boost drum center il C ," and actuating link
ce~n'ter 4 " are considered fixed relative to the linkage system, for
kinematic analysis. (Note that the actwu-ting link center " e ", rather

than the feel arm center " C2.11 bu the fixed member). Pertinent
dimensions, angles and forces are defined as shown in the diagram.
.s that the input moment is 11 ML •, effective on link "1 C about

e , u and that the output moment is "1 MO", effective on
boost drum distance E E " about center •' C, •. Then

FbC .C
M..

° -, = "b"

F' e7~ = F. osr o ao

Lt. c•.n,.. be seen from the above expression that the boost ratio
(t.;At is,? .• I• /M.Z) is denendent upon the values for the effective

1;i,: erjt~hs A, E G and the angles for force resolution
';r B .=L~d . owever, lengths E and G remain constant under all

-l:';o'ons. Fron succeeding analysis, it was noted that the most pro-
*•:u.2 5nfIu'•nce upon the boost ratio wa& due to changes in lengths A and C.

&!•r.ough angles V7 • nd • do affect the boost ratio at all times, the

inf'luence of' these-angles is secondary, relative to that of the lengthsA and I

ABL•C "TR-52-43 12



IV - RESOLUTION OF NONLINEARITY AND PARAMETER VARIATION

The presentation to this point is now complete in outline of
the basic nature of the boost design details. At this time, it is
advisable to reexamine the complete analysis made thus far, in order
to determine the additional data and analytical techniques required
to obtain the final statements for the boost dynamic performance.
Upon consideration of the available data, it was deemed advisable to
develop expressions most suitable for machine solution, rather than
the formal equations such as Equations (5) and (6). Although this
form of development could be carried to its logical conclusion, solu-
tion would not be simple--if possible at all. Machine solution offers
promise for solution of engineering utility, with a reasonable number
of manhours.

A. The Hydraulic Servosystem

Essentially, the transfer characteristics for Boxes B, C, D, E, and
A must be determined. For this given boost design, B = 1, although
other values within a finite and determinate range are physically reali-
zable, with little or no effect upon the transfer characteristics of the
other boxes. The transfer characteristics of Box C may be closely
approximated by the following expression (derived from the valve linkage
configuration):

a - o.037(4-

where & x control valve displacement (in inches)

a angular difference between input and output (in degrees)

Experimental data are required for determination of the transfer character-
istics for Boxes D and E, unless extensive design data on and theoretical
knowledge of the hydraulics of the servosystem are known. Such data are
available from the following reference sources:

AF Technical Report No. 5977, titled "Investigation of F-80 Aileron
Boost", dated March 1950.

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5232-3118, titled "Frequency Response
Investigation of an F-80 Aileron Booster", dated January 26, 1950.

WADC-TR-52-43 13



A. The Hydraulic Servosystem (contd)

The required data, plotted as 0 (in degrees/second) versus
(in inches) or (in degrees) are s1nown in Figure 5. It can be seen
that both curves might be considered as cubical parabolae, up to
A f 0.0 7$. The curve extracted from the AF Technical Report data

was used, since the experimental technique used to obtain it was des-
cribed in the report; while the limitations of this experimental tech-
nique can be appreciated, the technique used to obtain the Sperry curve
is unknown. The desired expression is then

where control valve displacement (in inches)

x angular velocity of output (in degrees/second)

The complete transfer characteristics for Boxes C, D, and E may be
expressed as follows:

This expression is really a combination of Equations 8 and 9. However,
it may be more desirable here, for machine solution, than the two individ-
ual expressions.

B. The Force Feedback System

The transfer characteristic for Box A is somewhat more complex, as a
result of the unusual mechanical configuration. Upon studying the configura-
tion, it becomes evident that two operating conditions occur simultaneously,
to determine the boost ratio effective at any given instant of time:

1. Compression of the spring in the spring cartridge link, as the boost
drum is rotated.

2. Change in the linkage configuration with lag in positioning the boost
drum ( *,) relative to the position of the operating arm

WADC-TR-52-4 14



B. The Force Feedback System (contd)

It may be recalled from the general description, that the position
of aileron angular displacement from neutral position at which a change
in boost ratio (caused primarily by a change in lengths A and C) occurs,
is dependent upon the aileron surface load per degree of deflection
from a streamline (or trim) position. This change is due to compression
of the spring and consequent shortening (or lengthening) of the spring
cartridge length, when such aileron moments arise. The lower boost link
becomes the load-carrying member as the pin on the feel arm bottoms (or
tops) in the slot, since the configuration changes with changes in link-
age lengths. The greater the aileron moment per degree of aileron de-
flection, the smaller will be the aileron deflection from the neutral
position, at which boost ratio change occurs. This operating condition,
for purposes of analysis, is negligible, since the largest aileron de-
flection for boost ratio change (encountered at touch-down) is but a
small fraction of a degree (less than 0.025 of a degree).

The other condition encountered may be appreciated by consideration
of the linkage configuration, as shown in Figure 4. If the operating
arm is deflected through a given angle, and the hydraulic servosystem
lags (in time) in repositioning the boost drum to that angle, then an
angular difference (in space degrees) will exist at a given instant.
That is, presence of lag (in space degrees difference in angular posi--
tion) caused by inability of the hydraulic servosystem to exactly match

f 0 0 with 0 0 " at any instant of time, will cause different values
of k, C, r , • and 6 than would occur with ideal servosystem per-
formance. The angle " e " will be changed in the kinematic diagram by
the amount of that angular difference (in space degrees).**
This change in linkage configuration will primarily affect

a. The boost ratio values encountered and,

b. The displacement at which boost ratio value changes abruptly
(when slot pin "bottoms" or "tops").

S*' The change in angle e should not be confused with the aileron de-
flection for boost ratio change described in the preceding paragraph. The
change in angle a (as shown in Figure 6-B) is the sum of the aileron
deflection noted above, and operating arm deflection. Since the aileron
deflection (for extreme case) will not exceed about 0.025 of a degree, it
is assumed that all change in angle " 6 • will occur in the operating arm
deflection.
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B. The Force Feedback System (contd)

The following table lists the boost ratio values, as obtained from
kinematic layout for lag (in space degrees) shown:

Lag in
Space f in in Low in High in Low a in High
Degrees Neutral Boost (CW) Boost (CW) Boost (CCW) Boost (CCW)

0 2.217 2.006 12.663 2.393 12.949
1/2 2.217 2.050 12.727 2.282 12.907
1/2 2.217 2.110 12.752 2.245 12.934

1-1/2 2.217 2.149 12.802 2.195 12.930
2 2.217 2.219 12.815 2.138 12.906

2-1/2 2.217 2.250 12.854 2.095 12.923
3 2.217 2,324 12.810

Max.% - - - 15.85 1.16 12.45 0.33
deviation
from •

It is considered satisfactory to assume that

SLow 4R Netitrql = 2. Z 5

ý High 12.85

The position of abrupt ratio transition (that is, change from a nominal
value of 2.25 to a nominal value of 12.85) varies with the lag between
input and output. If the variation in the linkage configuratign did not
affect the position of boost ratio transition, the curve for W transi-
tion vs. (4•-4•) would consist of the dotted straight lines in Fig-
ure 6-B, for lags up to 3 space degrees checkwise rotation or 2.7 space
degrees counter-clockwise rotatlon. For lags greater than 3 or 2.7
space degrees (as applicable), qP transition is then constant. However,
for lags up to 3 or 2.7 space degrees (as applicable) the variation in
linkage configuration requires an additional angle of rotation for
before the position for boost transition occurs. The change in this
required increment in 4 transition with (46-O) is plotted in Figure
6-A. Consequently, the actual curve for P transition vs. (0,A )
is shown in solid lines i• Figure 6-B. This curve is obtained by
adding the incremect of $ transition to the value of input-output lag;
that is,

transition ='a--1' transition

WADC-TR-52-43 16



B. The Force Feedback System (contd)

This curve shows graphically that an effective lag (or dead-spot)
in boost ratio change occurs at all times, even for zero lag.
Although simplification of this curve may be warranted with suit-
able assumptions for ease of solution, this step will not be
attempted in this report.

WADC-TR-52-43 17



V - SUMMATION OF ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTED MACHINE METHOD FOR SOLUTTION

The data and mathematical expressions defining the dynamic perfor-
mance of the F-80A aileron boost are now complete. Equation (10), to-
gether with Figure 6-B may be considered as a complete compilation of
the necessary information (together with the process diagram relating
the given variables), although any of the other equations may be used
as branchpoints for analysis. At the same time, the following summarized
assumptions and notes are applicable:

1. The effect of control inertia and damping was considered negli-
gible for the evolution of Equations (5) and (6).

2. The effects of hydraulic pressure and fluid volume flow are not
explicitly related to the dynamic performance in these expressions.

3. The effect of values of "B" other than unity are not here
considered.

4. Equation (8) my be considered valid only up to absolute
values of (o,-r)=Z,(o • ,07+)- *

As noted previously, solution for the defined performance is most feasible
(for this laboratory) by the use of analogue machine methods. A schematic
diagram for proposed machine solution is shown in Figure 7. Input quanti-
ties are 0, and M, . Operations 1, 2, and 4 may be accomplished by linear
electronic analogue computer channels. Operation 3 may be achieved by a
nonlinear electronic (or electromechanical) analogue computer network.
Operation 5 may be obtained by a nonlinear analogue network, automatic
tracking plotting table or follower with good response characteristics.
A gating or relay contactor type device could be used for Operation 6.
The required outputs would be 0 and M,.

* If the input-output lag for a given problem should exceed two spaces
degrees, then a more satisfactory equation will be needed. However, it
is felt that only the most unusual problems will require such considera-
tion.
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V - SUMMATION OF ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTED MACHINE METHOD FOR SOLUTION (contd)

The input quantities may be derived from computer networks or
from a servosystem with physical characteristics (or parameters)
such that a desirable relation of M, and I$, may be obtained; that is,
so that the transfer functions for (Mi/X. and (k/O,) are most desir-
able for the given application. It is recognized that this procedure
falls within the realm of synthesis, rather than analysis and investi-
gation of an existent system.

Further data on control system inertia and damping will be nec-
essary, for analysis of the given F-80 aircraft control system. The
necessity for these data can best be realized by consideration of
Figure 8. Here, a schematic diagram for proposed machine solution has
been set up, in order to relate 0, (as the dependent variable) to M,
(as the independent variable). Both the control system paramaters on
the input side of the boost, and the control system parameters on the
output side of the boost are defined by the function F, (s). The control
quantity " vy" is fed into a multiplier to account for the change in
apparent effective value of c/s parameters on the output side, as seen
at the input side; that is, a change in gear ratio must be made. Such
aircraft control system data may be obtained from aircraft manufacturer's
engineering reports, and/or study reports by interested research groups.

Note that Fe (s) and F2. (s) defined on Page 10 are different
expressions relating the same parameters. One implication may be drawn
from this condition: namely, that the variables M, and 0 are not
truly independent, as might be erroneously concluded by cursory examina-
tion of the schematic diagram in Figure 8. Actually, the situation
might be better clarified by considering the transfer function of the
boost in terms of power. The output power defined by ( fl; (P; MA )
is greater than the input power defined by (Cf; $! ; M, ). The difference
is supplied by the hydraulic power supply. The boost should most accurate-
ly be visualized as a power control device, rather than a positional or
moment control device. Machine solution in accordance with the schematic
diagram in Figure 8 should reveal the time-variant characteristics of the
power demand upon the hydraulic power supply.
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VI - DESIGN FUNCTION OF THE AILERON DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISM

The design operation of the aileron differential mechanism was
described briefly in the introduction, and is shown in the control
system diagram of Figure 1. The function of this device deserves a
little discussion in this report, since it is somewhat related to
the nonlinearities inherent in the boost design.

The differential mechanism will provide more stick rotation per
unit aileron deflection at neutral than at out-of-neutral positions,
as shown in Figure 7A. This means that, for a given constant hinge-
moment per unit deflection, less force is needed about neutral to
cause a unit stick rotation. Or, for example, suppose that the hinge
moment (•,•) vs. aileron deflection ( ) curve is as shown in Figure
7B, and the boost performance is ideal. Then this curve can also
be considered as representing the input moment (M,) vs. input boost
position ( 0 ) curve. Then the relation for stick moment per unit-
stick rotation vs. aileron deflection may be found by super-imposing
the curve of Figure 9-A upon the curve of Figure 9-B, and dividing
the curve value for IM.(or 0) by the corresponding value for 0 stick
at each 6.(or 4,) value. For example, at aiteron value S,=a (abscissa
value), divide WeI b (ordinate value) by Ostick =e- (ordinate value).
Then curve D of Figure 9-C will be obtained. Curve • of Figure 9-0
shows the relation obtained for a constant ratio of W stick to 01;
that is, for 0stick = K0, . It can be seen that a greater
( M stick/ 0 stick) is obtained (up to S.) by use of the differential
mechanism. So-called "feel", used by the human pilot for control, is
proportional primarily to this ( M stick/ 0 stick). Consequently, the
pilot is given greater "feel" over this range.

This greater "feel" will help slightly to minimize the effect of
variable boost ratio, for boost response giving space degrees phase
lag of the order shown in Figure 6-B. However, it will be detrimental
in obtaining satisfactory stability, in the presence of significant
Coulomb-type friction or dead-spot; that is, if the stick movement
(or roll rate) required is small, then a human pilot may be unable to
hold the aircraft in a given roll attitude, without a certain amount
of oscillation.
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VII - SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Although solution of the previously derived expressions is
most desirable for an adequate understanding of the dynamic char-
acteristics of the boost design, it is nevertheless possible to
obtain qualitative significance from these expressions, by examina-
tion. In general, at lower " " values (when lo er hinge moment
coefficients occur), the nonl near relation of 0 vs. A is signi-
ficant while the change in boost ratio should be negligible in its
effect on dynamic performance. At higher *" values (when higher
hinge moment coefficients occur), the change in boost ratio can-
and in most cases does-become significant. That is, whenever hydrau-
lic servosystem phase lag of any significant amount is present, then
the change in boost ratio must be considered. Such servosystem 14ga will
occur whenever higher rates of stick motion are required; the actual
order of magnitude of these rates can only be obtained either from
more complete analysis, or flight test data. It is suggested that
the variable boost ratio design element is required to overcome
effects such as Coulomb-type friction; however, this may only be con-
firmed by laboratory investigation.

It should be noted that while the hydr ulic servosystem response
is largely dependent upon the relation of 9 vs. A and essentially
independent of load moment, the feed-thru linkage effects a change in
boost ratio (or "load moment gain") as a function of the hydraulic
servosystem response and the hinge-moment per degree angular deflection.
As a consequence, the overall boost response is rather complex, and
requires more detailed analysis for a clearer understanding of its
design. Such devices as this boost may be better analyzed and under-
stood by application of the concept of time-variant control of the
power. It is believed by the author that such an approach offers the
greatest promise for rational interpretation of the significant perfor-
mance characteristics of such basically nonlinear servomechanical de-
vices and/or systems.

It is suggested that laboratory tests for significant dynamic
parameters of the hydraulic servosystem (such as Coulomb-type friction,
deadspot and effects of hydraulic pressure drop) might provide a still
clearer understanding of the dynamic characteristics. Also, investi-
gation into the relative performance of this boost design compared with
the performance of the F-94 boost design should reveal interesting
differences. The primary difference between these boosts is that the
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VII - SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION (contd)

F-80 and F-94A boosts are designed for 1000 psi. hydraulic
pressure, while the F-94B and F-94C boosts are designed for
1500 psi. hydraulic pressure. In all other respects, the
designs are almost identical. Redesign for increased hydraulic
pressure stems apparently from a need for improved boost per-
formance, since the F-80 and 7-94 aircraft response character-
istics are quite similar for the lateral modes of motion.
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APPENDIX I

FEED-THRU LINKAGE DATA SHEET

I // Aa

eel=- 6.22" alb1 (neutral) = 4.000"

Olb2-3-874e• albl (minimum) = 3*45"

0161:z 5.929" alb1 (maximum) = 4.56"

b2b,'- 2.281" a2b2 (neutral)* 4 .031"
a2aI 1.900" &2b2 (minimum) -=3.8435"
ea, a,9917" a2b2 (maximum) = 4o2185"

Oa2 =3.0°93" spring rate for a bI deflections 11 lbs. per.ilno
b102 1 1.9219"

01ba3.74 ali (in~u- .34-

0 1ku.......(mzium4.
6



APPENDIX TT

BOOST VALVE LINKAGE DATA SHEET

.OPERATING ARM

L I

iKs'3.000"
J 1A.50"
Jil 4.875"

K KW'4875,

KV'= 1.75"
KiL= 3.00"
LMs 1.28"

y • 'M 44
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